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historical weather data" The simulat1on of the occurrence ot 
rainfall for a day is accomplished by comparing the computer 
gener~ted random uniform deviates with the est1mated 
ra1nfall for d locat1on" In addition Gamma funct1on was also 
of locations. A Fortran computer program~ RAWIN~ has been 
developed to estimate model parameters based on ava1lable 
data far that location. Results showed that the s1mulat1on 
resembles the observat1on rather closely tor Wagen1ngen 
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important weather factors that affect profoundly the lites 
of human beings. They influence our dec1sions in 
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design of transportation systems, 1n addit1on to 
agr1c::ultural systems. Research 1n understand1ng and 
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every branch of sc:tence" In particular. modell1ng and 
simulation of rainfall for var1ous purposes of applicat:tons 
have been found popular as is ev1dent from the large number 
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examples of the appl1cat1on of rainfall s1mulat1on models 
c::an be found in papers by Murphy and Knoerr (1975J, Berndt 
and White (1976>,Ahme et al (1976) and Shr:tner <1977). 
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Our primary concern of the rainfall l:i.es in its impact 
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crops, pests and diseases, and on the other 
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occurrence and the amount of rainfall based on the last ten 
years' rainfall data of Wagen1ngen" 
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, 'weather simulation' refers to '1m1tat1ng, Dr ,m1m1cktng 1 
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without involving s1mulation of the phys1cal and 
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~crop simulation~ have d:t.fferent implications .. 
Occurrence of Prec1p1tation 
----------------------------
Several stochastical models have been proposed to 
describe the occurence of ra1nfall. G~briel and Neumann 
(1962), Caskey (1963) were among the f:t.rst to demonstrate 
rainfall at a given day depends on the status of ra1nfall ot 
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however~ that not all ratntall data can be adequately fitted 
the first order Markov Chalnn Ch1n (1977) classified a 
day into several poss1ble status accord1ng to the degree ot 
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should be used in contrast to a two-states model that was 
used by previous authors. Illustrations and examples of the 
application of Markov Chains to analyze rainfall data were 
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of fitting the rainfall data by a negative binomial model 
was suggested by Cole and Sherriff <1972). Through an 
extensive analysis of the data from a large number of 
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(1977, 1978) concluded that certain var1ations of the 
negative binom1al d1str1bution function such as the 
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it compared favorably to the 
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Obviously, there is no one model that could tit the 
rainfall data well for all cond1t1ons and locat1ons" For 
Markov Cha1n like polynom1al models, the higher order of the 
parameters to spec1f~ the model. In case of Markov Cha1n, 
the number of parameters requ1red is 2 with (k+1) power 
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data base of long h1storical informat:ton 1s required to 
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existence or not available for analysis. Even if such long 
series of data are available, it could be still quest:tonable 
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In fact, evidences of the changes in ra1nfall patterns 
during a long course of history were shown 1n Neyman et al 
(1969) and Witter (1984) .. 
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rainfall itself but its effects on blologica.l. 1dent1t1es,any 
reasonable approx:tmation :ts satisfactory .. Bu:tshand (1977> 
also pointed nut that est1mates ot parameter tar a Markov 
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renewal process .. Besides th1s? the generation of synthetlc 
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For various reasons stated above~ 
first order Markov Chain for modelling 
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probability of the stBtus of a given day, whether it 1s dry 
or wet, depends only on the status of the day before. A 
second order Markov Chain would requ1re a dependence on the 
previous two days and so any Below~ the t1rst order Markov 
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Suppose P10 represents the probabllity that today is 
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of today being dry given that yesterday was dry. Let 1 snd 
J represent the status of yesterday and today wh1ch can be 
eit~er 0 or 1. Then for given status of the t th and the 
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Since it is well known that the rainfall pattern 
depEnds on the seasonality in a year~ the Markov Cha1n can 
best be applied for each month separatelyn The reliability 
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After the est1mates are obta1ned for a location, the 
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generated, and :i.f u is less or equal to P:i.0 then today 1s 
classified as a dry day~ otherwise today is def1ned as a wet 
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oc::c::urrenc::e of trace amount rainfall as a seperate category. 
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1~4 The Amount of Prec::ipitat1an 
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Early ~tud:t.es at the amount of rainfall 1nd1cated that 
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( )( ..... '(• ) / h J 
r::r ( )( ) ~ .... 
b ·r (a) 
t::J > !.{:) ,;; •• nc;l X > '!"· 
Where T(a) is the convent1onal, mathematical Gamma 
function. This distribution is also known as a t~pe 111 of 
Pearson's system with three parameters; a~ b, and r" In case 
all X values are greater than zero which is the case tor 
amount rainfall at wet days, r can he set equal to zero ~nd 
reduce the distribut1on to only a two-parameter Gamma 
d1stribut1on tunct1on which is, 
(i:\ ..... :1. 
(·:·:: >~ p ( ..... :::( ...... !;:) 
/\ <::i i:':·•. rn ITI H~. d 1 ·::~- t 'r"· i l:lt.\ t: :L c:J r·, c:: ,:::\ ·r, (::\ 1 ~::; C:) i·"· r:: p '!'' .:-::: j;:; 0:·l n t !Ti .i:':l. n :·::.1 ~::; p 10~ c:: t ~:'il 1 
d :i. ~::. t: V' :i. b 1 •..1. t j_ c:J n ~:::. .. r:· D y·- :i. r't ~::;. t: ~·::t ·n c ::.-:·! '·' u..t h (·:~! ·n t:) ::::: ::;:: .,~ :1. t :i. ~:::. i::'. C h :i ...... ~::; c1_ u .... ~:\ y· E 
c:l :L ·:::} t Y' :i. bu. t: :i. o r1 'J ii:l. n cl :i. f ,·::\. ::::: b ::::: l '·' :L '1:: bE~ c: om~~::· 1::; t h (·::~ :::; t .;::t ·n d iii•. '!'' cl 
•2~·:• ;:.; F D ·n t;;;.• n t :i. i:'ir. 1 ·f· U. ·n C:: t :i. Ci ·n " I f· E:'1. '(· ;'i:\ n cl D m \/ 2-.'i. '(· :i. •.':':\ !;::, 1 (·!:~· )( 'i E;;. ·f· '!:: ·~:·:• '( <'iit 1:::· C:J U..l F::• y·-
transformation becomes exponentially distributed, then X 1s 
said to be a Weibull random variable which is related to 
extreme values. Some typical Gamma distr1bution curves are 
s:} h c• u.J r1 :l. rt F :i. <.::J t • ..t '!'' (·::·! :1. .. ::;;: ( iii\ f' t (·:·:·:· 'r'' 1.T o h rr ji!} o ·n {iit n c:l I< C:;t t ;::: , :t (:_;:. 7 f;~j > .. 
I t i ·:::; f::~ \/ :i. d t::~ n t t h 2:\ t: .::·:i. Ci .::'01. rn m ii:'l. d :i. ·::::. t ·r· i b 1...1. '1:: 1 D 'i"t uJ :i. t· h '' iii' 1' 1,::?: ·:~; i::; 
than :1. normally describes the rainfall amount very well. The 
Gamma distribution has been used almost universally tor 
analyzing the ra1nfall datau( Das, 1955; Neyman et al .. ~ 
1969~ Stern, 1980; Larsen and Pense, 1982). Bu:Lshand(1977> 
·:::~ tJ. !~:.l ~~.1 ,;;.:.:• ~!!!. 'i:: 1:::~· C:l t h F?. l...l ;;;;. (·:~:· C:) f· ~3. s:; h :i. f t 1~:~ C:l (;j E1. rn ITt {:~t. f :.J T't C: t :i. C:) ·n iJ..I h (~;:• T"l 11 r·· !i 1 ;;;; 
small but non-zero. That is, all rainfall data should 
s:; U. b 'i:: y- ,:·:1. c: 'i:: '1:: h .;.;:;; 1 0 l.iJ •7~:· ·!"· 1 :i. IT! :i. t \/ E:'t 1 U. \7::: I::J E·:• f D 'I"· <:~:· t h t:\:• ·1~ :i. t t :i. ·n (.:.:.1 CJ f Ei\ t UJ C) 
parameter Gamma probabllity tunct1on. 
and abb respectively tor a two parameter Gamma var1able" The 
c c:l ·r"· 'r"· •::-::· :::;. p D n c:l1 rl·:_:.:; ITt o cl E·: i G ( Et ..... :1. ) b ·+· 'r'' i::•. n c! ( {::1. :L ) !J ·(" o Y' t h Y' ~~? 0:: 
and two parameter cases. This information is useful :l.n 
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(x2 distributions) 
F. :i. q 1 . ..1. ·(· (~·:·: :1. " :,? n C) JT1 ~:~::· ~~.::1 E:'. rn rn .::·:\ c:l:t ~:i '1:: ·f"· 1 t1 1 . ..1. t :i. c::. r1 f· l.J n c: ·!:· :t c:1 n ~::; ( ·:·::( ·f t 1!!:! ·!"· ,.J n h n :::; Ci ·n 
-:::1. n c:l !··< u '1:: :.:~ '.1 :t. <) "? IZ) ) 
F' :i. q l.J. ·r· F!:} :l. u ::::; \!:i h C! to.J \::i t h y·· F:~! (·:·:.• c:i 1 f· f (~;:: '(· (·:~~ ·n '1:: (i ;;;, IT1 rn ,;·:•. d :i. !~:. t: 'I" :i. [:) t • ..t. t :i. 0 n ::::. 
1:.::: ·:·::1. c:: h , .. , .:::1. \/ :i. n <.:1 t 1··, (·:·::· ~::; .:::\ rn f:~ E~ ;.; p ~:::·:· c:: t (~'!.· c:l \/ ,;;~, 1 Lt E·:! ( :~:: <·::l r·· D ) a n c:l \~i t ,~:\. ·n c!.~:~. ·!"· cl 
deviation (unity> after Johnson and Kotz, 1970)" Note that 
the b values are 1, 1/2 and 1/3 tor distributions with a = 





Figure 1n3 Some Gamma d1str1butions w1th zero mean and un1t 
\/ .;;'ii. '(• :i. {iit ·n c:: Ei i:'it, f' t: (·:?! '(• ,J C) h 'i'l ·;::; C:f'f'l i:!"t Tl cl I<(:) '1:: :~:. ? :1. '} .'/ IZI ) n 
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() n ~:.·:.· rt 1 c F!: p ·r· D 1:::. F: '!"· t ~ .. :J .::·:t b C::tt.J t t: h (~~· G !·::1.1Tt rn ii:\ cj i \::; '1:: 'r" :i. b t...t t :1. c:1 n 1 :::; t: h 1.·::.· 
reproductivity" If Xl and X2 are 1ndependent Gamma random 
d F!!: \/ i ,·:'it. t: r:::~· :~:. •.1 p (J \iii~;;. :i. b 1 :d tU 1 t h ell f' f \·:·:~· 't" 1.·::! f't t \.l ~:'it. 1 u. \·:::.• ::::. Ci ·f 11 .:!:\ 11 h L\ t: l.!..l l t h 
c:: c:l m rn o ·n \/ .:;:\ 1 u 1.:::.• \iii o ·f· 11 b u i:·:~ ri cl n r"· 11 'i t h F:: rt t h <·:::· ·::::. 1 •..1. rn o 'f' t: h ~::.· s:; E• 
\/ iii''(· 1 ~::·:\ !::i 1 ix! \:::. .:::1. 1 i:::. n h .:::·t :~:. ;·a Ci ·:':':\ ri'IITl .:::1. cl1 :::; t ·r· 1 i:::; u. t 1 C:l n 1..t.J 1 '1:: h :~; ,::·\ rn ~::·:·:• F' i::1. 'r"· .:::; ITt\·?.·:· t (~~·:• y· ·:::; 
11 b 11 .::·:~ n d H y· '' b 1...1 t t: h ~:·:: '1:: !"t 1 '!"· c! F' iiit y· .:::\ m .:~::· '1:: ~:;: '(· 1 ·3 t h t?.·::· ·:;;;I...!. ITt n f t h r:::: 11 .::~ 11 
s,. This property implies that if the dallY ra1nfall data 
f· <J 1 :r. \J 11.1 ·::::. 1::·1. t: u.t n p .:::\ r·· ;::i. iTt r::::, t: F:: '(· Ct.:::\ rn ITtiiit c:i 1 ::::. t 't''· :i. bu. t :i. C:t ·rt •.1 t: h f!:! ¥"t t h i":·: :::; 1 ... \ ITt C:J ·f· 
them over a number of days 1s also Gamma distributed 
p l" o \/ 1 ci ~~:::· c:l '1:: h i:!l. t: t h \~·:·:· ll IJ 11 p .:::1. y·- E:i. iT!(·::: t (·:·::• ·t· ::~. c:l o n C:) t: c:: h c-~. rt >:.:3 F.~ 
!:::. :i. (~.1 n 1 f :i. c: ~::·:\ ·n t 1 ~.J .. T h u ~:::. G E:l.!TtlTt.i:':'t. f· u. ·n c:: t t C:) ·n c E•. n t h E' ·n IJ ~::.·:· 1...1. ~:;:. ~:::.· cl 'l:: c:1 
describe dallY~ weekly, monthly or yearly rainfall data" 
i t::; 
,), H , ... J Estimation and Simulation of the Amount ot Prec1p1tation 
--------------------------------------------------------
·r h (:·::· t:: ~:::. t :i. rn (::\ t :i. C:) ·n (::;t 'f· t h G! p !'::\ r·· .:::\ rn E~ t: 1:::: ·!"· -~::. u .iii\ n (·::\ ·n c:1 " !::) '1 ') c: ;':'i\ n 1::) c3 
d :i. f· f :i. c u 1 t u.J h ,;::;; n 11 {'i:t 11 i :::; ~::;ITt ~i:''· 1 1 UJ h :i. c h :i. ~::; t h ~~'2 c: {'i:i. ·::;~ ~::1 f· CJ ·r·' ·f :i. t t 1 T'i <;;; 
the rainfall data" Estimates obtained from the ordinary 
maximal likelihood and method of moments are not stable 
ttl h t;:;.:: ·n u ;::'. 11 :i. ~:; 1 t:~· j;;:. ~~:. t h a n c::1 n ~;:.;:· " l~~ p p r·· o >( i rn ~::~. t: \:a IT! i:'i1. >~ :i. rn ,:::'t. 1 :l. k (·'!:.· 1 :i. h o C::t c:l 
( :1. r:~> ·b (ZJ ) ., <:'it. ·n c:l :e u. :i. •:::. h (iit. 'i"t d ( :l. ? 7' "? ) " I n t h :i. \::; ·!"· r:a r::· C) r·· '\': ... uJ \~~:· l..\1 :L .1. 1 L\ ·:~; \~~~· ·1:: h \·:·::• 
£:\ p p 'l'' c:! ;.; i m .:::t t f::: rn ~;:~ -!:: h D cl b ~ .. :i Ci r·· •::::· r::::' f~~ n l.U Cl o cl i:~. n cl D 1...1. )" i:':\ ·n ci 'I \i..l h :i. c:: h :i. E, 
described in Johnson and Kotz (1970) and used by Larsen and 
..... , 
.t::. 





for 0.5772 ~ Y < 17 
u.J h Fa '(· t::: \( :::: 1.... r1 X - the arithmet1c mean and 
G = geometric mean. 
This estimation method is appropriate for 0 < a < 1. 
l\ ·f t .:::.:: \" 11 a. 11 .:::\ ri d 11 b 11 c:: ~::; t :i. rn E\ '\': ,; .. :~· ~::; \iJ 1 .. ::~ '!'' t:·?: u b t ,;::~. :t n ~~'2 c:l 'f' 'r'' DtT1 t h (~::· 
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When many years data are available tor estimation, 
h C) \.U F.'···./(~·::·'(· '·' t h <-::·:· '(· i!.;:: ,·;;t, '(· t;;.;:• !!!\ E·:• \/ F:! '(· Et J. p C::t ~;:; ~!ii 1 1::) 1 (~·:;• p r·· C! C:: r:::·:• C:! 1...1. 'r'' E! ~~~ t (:;) C:) 1:) '1:: ,::\ :i. n t h F!: 
f:::: ~;;; t i ITi ii:'( t \0) s:; .. L. ii:'< 't" ·;::: c n .;::\ ·n c! F' r::~! n ·::~. ~::: ( :1. (? U ::;;: ) F::) ~:;; t 1 ITt .:::r. t: r'!:?! d I! ii:\ " a. n d 11 l::l 11 l:J H 
further dividing the wet days according to the status of the 
rainfall of the previous day. Richardson and Wright <1984) 
pooled data over years to yield one set of estimates for 
i!.~~ i:':l. c:: h iTt C:i r-. '1:: h .. \.\1 f!.·::· t..1J :i. 1 1 E;: ·:::; 'i:: :i. rn .::r. t f·~ 11 <ii'. 11 (·::i. n d 11 b 11 ·f· o Y' <·:~! .:::'. c h m o r1 t h E:'t n d 
E~· {i:'t. c:: h ~:.1 f::1 ,:~'t. '(· •1 .:;;r. ·n d t h 1:~! ,;:~. \i 1:::·:· ·I"· i:£1. •:.:;.1 ~;::.· f!:! ~::; t :1. rn ,;;, t Fi.~ 1::; C) \/ ~::.-:· r·· t: h F~ ~·.J ~:·:.· i:·~. '!'"· :::; I.!.J :1. .l. 1 b ~~;·:• 
1 •..1. ·;:;:. ~:2 d f· {] Y' ·:~; :i. lTtt.J ]. ·:::t. t :i. C) n " ·r h ~'!:! C:l :i. ·f ·f·· Ff. i·"· (0? 'f"t C F:! Cl ·f· F( 1 C:: h i:'it. i'' c:! ·;;;; 0 T'i i:':\ n d 
Wright~s estimates and ours 1s that their's are we1ghted 
averages while ours are unwe1ghted over the years. Also we 
can compute the variability between years eas1er than by 
1...1. ·::;; 1 n <.:.:J t h ~:::: :i. 1'' r:··l"· n c:: ~::·:.· d u. r' ~:::: .. 
la6 Simulation= Results and Discuss1on 
..................... ••••• ......... ~ ..... ..... ..... • .......... ••••• ·~ ................... ··~·· .................. u ................. ,,..._ ................. ,, ................... .. 
Weather data of Wageningen between :1.975 - 1984 were 
u ~:::. F!!.• d t: o f :i. '1:: t: h !'!.::1 ·ii:'. b o \/ E~ c:l i!a :::; c:: 'r" 1 t:~ (0~ d IT1 C:i c:l c~~ 1 r::; " f..'!r F Cl'r"· t 'r"· ~ii'. n c D rn p u. t: E! y·· 
program , RAWlN, which has been developed tn est1mate the 
parameters and to simulate daily ra1nfall is listed 1n 
i:::. t;-;·:~· c:: t :i. D n :::!:: " T h E• F' y· C) •] r·· ;::~. rn 1.!..1 :i. 1 .l. \;;J E·:~· ri (;~· '(· ii:'1. t (·:·:·! c:l.:'::'. :i. l ~::.1 '(· C:t :i. ·n f ~::'. 1 1 ~:;:. t .:i:'t '1:: u. 1::; '·' 
.:~\ 1T1 o 1...1. n t o ·f p '!'' :::: c:: i p :i. t ::.1. +: :i. Ci rt :::, n rl ;::, ·1 -:::~ r·, 1 r t ·j n rl :~; P f.·:! f~! d ( ·:~; c·::· r;;; -r::; r;;:! c t: :i. on ::;:: 
based on the estimated monthly parameters. If more than one 
years data are available, the program will also yield a 
~:> l • ..l.lTtiTt i:'?.. '(· ~::i t iii\ l:::r ]. t:~·:• C) f' t h r::·:·:• ii:\ \/ i::·::• '(' ·:':'!t. <.::.1 <·:~ ~:::. i:':i. n d <'::'. '1:: i!it.l:J ]. E! D f ~;;;. t .;;;r, '!"1 C:l .iiit 't" C:l 
d r:.·::· \/ :i. ii:'~. t: :i. cr n ·:::; ii:\ rn C:i n t~.i t h E·: ~ .. :! ':::.• ii:\ r' 1 :~ .. J ~~:.· ~::i '1:: 1 !Tt <~t. t r:::: d p ·=< ·,,. .::'ii rn c~: '\': c:· r·· ~;:; .. Ft (!'.}~ r/.J I l\1 
contains a ma:i.n program which controls the input I output 
tiles and the following three subrout1nes; 
E ;;;; T F~ l;.J :: i~:: ::::. ·I:: :L rl'i .::·:i. t t:::· F' iii1 I" .i:'it.ITt (?: '1:: ~-::: 't" ~::; o f ·t· ;::r. :i. r1 E£1. ·n d u.J :i. ·n c:l ·::::. p !'!.::: 1!:7.• c:! 
ITI Ci Clf·::• l ·;;:; 
C:i ~:::: l\1 F: /1 :; ·:::> :i. ITi l.J 1 i;{!, t :i. C) 'i"! D f· 'l'' t.'iil. 1 'i"i f' ·::':\ 1 l 
GENWIN: simulation at w1nd speed 
and a Gamma funct1on to generate Gamma deviates. 
The est:tmated parameters of the ra1ntall model for 
lf·.J i:·:~. ·:::i (\·:·:· ·r~ 1 ·n .:~:.1 ;::.:: ·rt .:::'. ·t· <·::·:· .1. i i::; t !!:'!: cl :i. ·n ·:'i:\ F· p r:::·! n d 1 ;.: /\ , f) c::r lTt c;·: ~:::. 1 ITI u . .1. <::.: t r.:: d '!"· e ~~:. u . .l. '1:: ~:::. 
are shown 1n Appendix Bn The actual observed m:tnJ.mum and 
ITi ii•. ;:{ :i. 1'1'1 !.J ITt ·n L\ !Ttl::) (·:·:·:• '(· D f \!..1 f.~! ·J:: d <::i. 1·::.1 S~ ,::i ·n ci a ITi C) \..1.!"1 ·!:: ~;: D f· P r·· t?.·:·:• C 1 p 1 t i:'i•. t J. C:) n D ·f 
the last ten years at Wageningen are summarized tor each 
month 1n the follow1ng table. 
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Table 1 .. 1 Monthly average and extreme values of the number 
of wet days and the amounts of precip1tat1on at 
!,..  .) i:'!t \.:.:.1 (·:·:·:· ·n :i. n .:.::J t:::~ ·n l::i 1:::·:· '1:: u..1 E·! •:::;.. ·n ~ ..... J ~:~~ t::•. \·"· !::; l. (.-;17 ~:) ..... :l. ? flli· II 
------------------------------------------------------------
1.1J (~;) '1:: d ii:'. ~::.1 ~:;:. ,::11TtC:it . ..t.n t ( mm) 
i::\ \l ~~:· ITt :i. '("I ITt i:!1. > ~ -i:':'\ \/ .;:-~ ITt :i. n 
-------------------~----------------------------------------
:1. :~::t:ZJ :!. :3 ,••;a·",'l {:)<:? 'I ]~j ~=} •::j)Cji it .t: .. ( " ·'· II .. 
, ... r 
:1. :1. (:::l 2fZI .. :~i· ~~·~} ~::) l / 1!:: f:).l:l. ~.:? .t: .. " \;;) " ... I II 
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0 1::;. \-' :i. c:i 1 ... \ ~:::. 1 ;.::J t h ~:·:\• '!"· ~:·~· ~:·:·: ;.~ :i. ::::. t t '!"· i.·:0 rn 1:::: n cl i.::;t t.J m; \/ i:'il. r·· :i. <::1. t: :i. o ·n m; 1 n 'r"· <!:\ :i. n i ·n ·:.::! 
days and amounts of precipitation among years. It 1s 
diff1cult to conclude which months are dr1er or wetter than 
the other months. But from the minimum and average values, 
:i. '1:: 1'1'1 !':!t :·::.1 !;::; F!.·:• ~~; E:\ :i. C:l 'f:: h (':':'1. t ,.J i:':t ·n I . ..I. ,::r. 'r'' ;.,.,.,l '! 1\1 C) \,/ 1::·:·:• rnl:;:. t::'!! '(· i::i. 'i"i d .0 E·) C:: (~:;;ITt j::;. ~?.·:• '(· ·:':':\ F' p e ,;;t. '(· t CJ 
h i:':'t v r: .. ::· rn C) Y' <~:.· ·(· {i:l. :i. n :i. r1 ·:.;:.1 d ·:':':\ ~~~~ i::i t h i~\ n t h f~! o t: h F:: 'I'' rn on '1:: h E • bu. miTt i:?:! '!"· .:::i. n d 
fall, June to October, may have fewer rain1ng days but the 
{:':\ rn C:;t u. n t: C) f p 'r"· r-::: c:: :i. p :i. t E:i. t :i. on p 0::! r·· 1.1..1 1:::~ '1:: c:l E:'t ~.~.' c: {:·:t '1"1 b •:::: <~.l y·· <~:: i::l. '1:: r:::: 1" '1:: h i:\"~. Y"t '!:: h 1:;,.: 
C) t h (·:·:) '(· ·::::. F::• !T:\ ::::. C) ·n \:::. " 
Another point worth noting is that, roughly speaklng, 
the monthly mean number of wet days +- 7 days would approach 
the extreme situations of wet or c:lry months at Wagen1ngen .. 
The amount of prec1pitation 1n a month 1s partly 
dictated by the number of wet days and partly determ1ned by 
the ra1nfall pattern tor that month. That 1s, the total 
amount of prec1p1tation depends on transitional 
probabilities as well as the parameters tor the Gamma 
funct1on" The estimates of these parameters for Wageningen 
are shown 1n Appendix A" Note that the averages ot the 
monthly parameters fell in narrow ranges. The transitional 
~~ !::! u \/ -i:':'•. 11 . ..1. (7.·:· ~:::. ·f r:.·::· 1 1 «~·! d h r:::·:· t uJ (~:! (·:·::· ·r, .<:1. .. VI t o ".:i .. 1] , T h (·:·::· ~:~. t ii:\ n d i::·'· ·I"· ci 
deviations of these parameters over tne years were about the 
same magnitude as the parameters themselves .. The 8tandard 
f::: '(· 'r" C:i -r· ·:::; r.o h :i. c: h c:: ,::·:t r1 !::l t:~: Ci !J t ;:~ :i. r·t 0:! d b :·~·J d i \/ :i. d 1 n (;J t h (·::! ·:::} t .C.t. n c:i ·:!:i. '(· d 
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rainfall patterns between months 1n Wagen1ngen are not 
significantly different 1n the statistical sense , 
considering the variations between yearsn 
ln order to gain some understand1ng about the 
l '("! f J. i..J. !?:~~ ·n c:: (·:·:: ::;:. Cl f t h E~ !!!!· (·:·:~ p :'iii. l" ~·::\ 1T1 1:::·:• t E\• '(· ~:;; D n 'f:: h (~~~ ::::. i IT! U. J. E\ 1:: E: c:l iT I Cl'i"' t h 1 ~::.1 
rainfall, we have generated some ra1nfall data tram certa1n 
hypothesized parameters .. The values of the hypothes1zed 
parameters were chosen in such way that they could be real 
f· Cl '(· 1,.. . ,1 i:'i1. •:;,:) E·:· '("I i ·n ~iJ ~;;,• ·n C c:l 1"'1 d :i. t j_ 0 T'l ·;::;. " ,:~:i J ·;;;} Cl t l"; IE• t: h r..;.;. C)., ... ~;:·:• t: :i. C ·:'i:\ .l. 1 \::.1 \~?: }~ P (·:?.• C:: t F::·? C:l 
rainfalls were calculated so that the performance of the 
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be evaluated" All data were generated for a month w1th 
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calculated by the following formula 
r P:t:l. 
.... , •! 
... ~ .t 
P'r"ObEi\l::i:L 1 :i. t:·::J Where P0 is the marginal 
the marginal probability wet days" P01 and P:l.1 are 
:i. !:::. 
transitional probabilities. The expected amount of mDnthly 
>< 
Since the Gamma d1stribution with a < :1. is skewed to the 
right and the probability tends to infinite as A tends to 
;:·:~ F:• '(· C) '! 'f:: h F::: Fi!: ::-~ j:::< E·' C: '1:: (\;:• cl \/ ,:it ll...i f!!.• ( IT! (~·:·: Ei\ ·n ) :l. ~!!i U. ~;;} t ... l Et 1 1 H 1'1'11...1. C: h 1.:J '!"· 1;;:;,• !:'ii t f:2 1'' '1:: h ,·::\ n 
t h ~::: rn E0 c:l :i. ii:\ n .. r::· r' o rn '1:: h ~~:.· l ,:it·~::. t t ~:;: n ~::J E·! iiit Y' ·:~; d ,;~\ t: iiil. •.1 P ilJ :i. ·::::. fl.~·=~~. t j, rn ,;~·~. t: r::: c:l ,::':. ·:::; 
0.48 and Pl is 0.52. 
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the simulated number of wet da~s for var1ous combinations of 
P01 and P11 and fixed values of a (= 0.8) and b (= 5 .. 0). Due 
to the similarity of the marginal probabilities, the 
d:i.fferenc::e in effect of P01 and P1:1. on resulting expected 
n 1...1. ITi i::l ~;:~ )''· Cl f I.J.) e t c:l i:':'t. bJ ·i::; i ~:::. n r;;;: 1~.:) 1 i ·:~1 1 b 1 (~?.· " . r h f!!: C) '(• (·~:·:• '1:: :i. c {i:\ 1 1 !d ? (~?. \/ ~:~) (''• h~ l V.l '/-:, 
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days in a month. Furthermore the effect of the two 
approximation to the expected values as shown in Table 2" 
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Table 1"2 Simulated and Expected Wet Days for 
a = 0.8 and b = 5 .. 0 " The expected days 
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For fixed a and b, the effects of the transit1onal 
probabilities on amount of rainfall is shown in Table :1..3. 
Table 1 .. 3 Simulated and Expected Rainfall Amount(mm) for 
a = 0"8 and b = 5 .. 0. The expected amounts are 
presented in the parentheses. 
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In theory~ a 10% 1ncrease of P0:1. will produce 6 mm 
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average increase of rainfall is about 10 mm for every 10% 
increase of the transitional probability. However, in this 
particular case the expected CV ( = 1/ a= 1.1) 1s greater 
than 1, and the observed deviations of results of one 
simulation from the expected values are well within the 
normally acceptable limits. As we have mentioned earlier, 
because of the skewness of the rainfall distribution, the 
mean is always greater than the median which in turn is 
greater than the mode. Thus, it is not unusual that the 
expected values are greater than the simulated amounts of 
Y' Et :i. n f· ii:'. ]. 1 .. I r1 d r:::: f::·) c:l ') t h :1. -:::; :i. s:; t: h ~:·:) c i::t :::; f'!~ ( 1 l o f l b t: h 1:::1 Cl r·· (·2 t :i. c: i::\ 1 
means are greater than the simulated numbers). Thus we may 
conclude that the random number generators (Uniform and 
(;i .t::•.ITt!Tt .:':':'t ·f· l . ..f. 'i"i C:: t :i. C:) 'i"t :i. 'l'i t h ~~·:• C:: C) ITt p Lt. t ~:~: 1··. p r·· C:i <.:.:j '(· ,·::\ rrt } 0..1 D '(· k ~::;. i:ii t; :l. ·::;;. f iii1. C t 0 '(· 1 J. ~..-) 
it:t ·::::. p 'i'' D ~.~i ·r"· i:'it iTt rn ~~·:.• d ., 
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are chosen to cover most likely cases for Wagen1ngen .. Unlike 
the case of the transit1onal probabilities, the effects of 
11 
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(mm) for P01 = 0.4 and P11 = 0 .. 7. The expected 
values are presented :l.n parentheses. 
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Results presented in Table :1..3 and Table 1.4, suggest 
that within the range of values of the four parameters that 
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parameters in terms of the total monthlw prec1p1tat1on. 
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In viewing Table 1 .. 2~ 1"3' and 1.4, one must be aware 
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parameters on ra1nfalls at other range values may be 
d:i. fft:::l"'ff.:··nt" 
The simulatiDn results are generated from one run and 
therefore only give some rough 1deas nf the performance of 
the procedure. A large number of runs are necessary to 
obtain a r1gorous conclusion~ 
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presented in Appendix B. It is clear that the s1mulat:i.ons 
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In all c::ases, the errors are less than 8%n Compared 
with the ~early var1at:i.ons, these errors are small and are 
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errors 1n the amount of ra1nfall could be lnherited trom the 
t?::: .,, .. ·I" u ·!'·· ~:::. :i. n ~::; :i. rn t . ..t .1. i::·l. t: :i. r1 i.:~1 t: h 1::·::· ·n u. ml::) 1:::: '(· cJ f t;J E·1 t d.:!:'!. u ~::; " 
On the ~early basis, 1976 was the dr1est year of the 
last ten wears. It had 148 wet days and produced 449.5 mm of 
rain~ 1977 was the wettest ~ear, with 226 da~s of raining 
and 806.8 mm rainfall. The simulated results of these two 
wears are 144 wet days with 450.1 mm of rain for 1976 and 
228 wet days with 849.7 mm of ra1n for 1977. The close 
resemblance of the simulation to the observat1ons at these 
two years indicates the method used in the simulation is 
capable of reproduc1ng normal and extreme situat1ons. 
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2" WIND SPEED 
:;;;: .. 1. In t·l"· Ddu c:t i D·n 
D :i. f f (\·:\· '!'"· 1::.~ n t :i. E~ 1 !::i i n h F.~ i:·:~. t :i. n <:.:; D f· '1:: h E\• <:.:.l·t· o u n d ii:t n c! t h c-: u n ~-:7: q 1 •..1. c:·~ 1 
action of sunshine between areas affect the displacements at 
the air masses on our globe" The movement of air masses 
produces wind" The wind in the free atmosphere 1s 
predominantly influenced by the distribution of atmospher1c 
pressure" The mechanism of surface ~ind as measured 10 m 
above the ground is much more complicated and of greater 
concern to most people than the w1nd 1n the free atmosphere" 
T h t.·:· y·· t • ..t '~~J o ~~; 'L t ~·:J .;:;1 ·n ci c:: o 1 c::' r' o f· ,::t ·u:; u r' f .:::•. c r:::.• '·' t: h 1·:::: t o p o ·:.:.:.1 i" ,;·:·'· p h ~·::! or·· 
altitute of a land, the d1stance of an area to mounta1ns or 
oc::eans are all capable of modifying the force and the 
direction of the air flows and torm1ng surface w1nds with 
spec1al features" 
Before modern 1nstruments were invented, estimation of 
trees and ocean waves. One such class1c system was proposed 
by a British admiral, Beaufort. May it be not accurate~ it 
provides a sensual Judgement of the speed of wind .. 
The relationships of wind to other meteorolog1cal 
factors are extremely complex and intr1cate. Temperature, 
:::; D 1 .::·:,. i" y·· ,·::l. c:l :i. .:::\ t: j, on :.::l. n d h urn j, c:l :i. t ~·::.1 h r;:::· 1 p ·1-:. o y·· rn i n g t h t:7! t1.J :L n c:l iii\ ·r, d 'J :i. rt 
turn9 the wind can modify or change the status of these 
variables. !hus, the wind is a very important factor :i.n the 
determination of a climate., 
The relationship of wind and vegetation is also a 
complicated one. Strong w1nd is deemed harmful to 
agriculture in which the production can be reduced or 
destroyed. The effects of a normal range of wind speeds on 
crops are of great interest to agricultural scient1sts" 
Wind affects plant growth directly through its effect 
CJ n \/f..:~ ·r1 t :i. 1 E1. t :i. c:i ·n u f· p 1 ~·::\ ·n t ~!:} t..J. .,.., 'f' i:TI c: E~· " T h u. :::; •.1 f· i" ':::.· ~E; h s 1 •..1. p p 1 :L (·:::· m o f C (i :;;;: 
are brought to the leaves, while water vapour and heat are 
diss1pated. Wind also promotes the evaporat1on trom the soil 
and effect the rate of water uptake by the plant. A 
knowledge of the profiles of wind-speed within the plant 
canopy can help scientists to determine the rate of 
and approaches zero in the lower part of the canopy. A 
quantitative relationship between wind speed and plant 




U. ( :::.: ) / 1...\ ( h ) ::~: ( 1 ·+· .;;;a, ( 1 ,,_ ·z / h ) ) 
When u (z) is the wind-speed at a he1ght z from the ground, 
u (h) is the wind-speed at the he1ght of the vegetation h. 
11 c:l. 11 :i. ~~=- {::t ·r .. , E·:: rn r:· :t 'I"· :i. c:: ;'i:'t l c: c:. (·::: 'i'·· i~ :i. c: :i. (·:~·:· 'l'l t ·1 u. ·:::} t.J ,::t .1. l ~·:.-.! .l. \::J :L n ·:::J b (·:·:1 t t.!.t (~::· <·::~· ·n 1 " ((j 
and 5.0, and within a g1ven crop vary1ng tor posit1on 1n the 
canopy and wind-speed (Grace~ 1977>. Landsberg and James 
( 1 9 '/ :1. ) t'i:i. ]. !:;} Ci ~~i h C! UJ a:.·:·:• c:l t h i!:\ t i:!t. C 0 U 1 c:l 1::1 E:! 'r'' f!!:! 1 (i:\ t €~! d t 0 t h <·::: lTI aY,.? -.::1. 'i'i cj ·r··. {::1. (,:,:) 
c::oeffic:tent Cd, the mean LAI and the transfer coefficient of 
rnDITtE·in t Ltrn h:m .. 
{'iii. ::::: h I" c (d) (Lt.h) (L .. r:: .• I)] / i~::· hrn 
I t :i. ~:;;. F· n s::. ~==~ :i. l::;t 1 a:·::·:· "l": o a:::::~:;:. t :i. lTt·:'iit t r;..: 11 i:ia. 11 <:"it ·n c:l h \':fl.: n c:: F! p r·· <:::.· c:l :i. c t t h ~:·:·: 
velocity profiles from a knowledge of Cd, LAI and Km. 
The effects of wind speed on leaf temperature and 
transpiration rate of a leaf can be evaluated from the heat 
balance equation <Gates and Papian, 1971 ; Grace, 1977) 
which is briefly described below, 
Where 0 is the rad1ation absorbed by the leaf~ e 1s the 
emissivity (often about 0u95)~ z is Stefan-Boltzmann 
c C:) n j;::. t .::·:'l·n '1:: '} 
5.67 X 10 Wm ~ 
and Ts is the leaf surface temperature. C is the heat flux 
b ~::.1 c:: 0 't"l 'v' F!:~ C:: t :i. Cl'i"! ;a 0 y·· % 1?::! ·n !iii i b J. E·:~ h 1:'!.·? ii:\ t '! 1 l ·;:;; t h E0 1 .::1 t 0:: n t h G: iiit. t Cl 'f" 
evaporation of water and E is the evaporation rate. The 
explicit forms of C and lE are, 
t~,l h E·:? 'r'' {·::·: c:! :i. ·~:; ;';:\ j, ·r"· c:1 (~;:· n 1:s :i. t ~.~-.~ '.1 h i :; ~:::. p ~:·:: c: :i. ·f' :i. c:: h 1:"2 .:::( t: '! ·r <::1 :i. ::?: ·:·::i. 1 y·· 
temperature and Rh0 1s the boundary layer resistance to 
h ~'!::• {'::\ t " t-\ II c:1 
Where Vs and Va are respectively saturated and actual air 
V {':':'\ p C) U 'I'' p '(· C:: ~!!i \!!i l...l. 'i'' i·?:! ~;;; •.1 F{ til~;;;. ii:'t. n cl H \!1-iiia. E•. '(· ;_:.:~ 't'' E·:• \!!i :i. ~::;. '1:: i:':\ 1"1 C:: ~::: s:; f' Ca 'i'' t h i~·'!: 
diffusion of water vapour through the stomata and boundary 
layer respectively, and k is the psychrometric constant 
rhe leaf temperature can be determlned at the point 
when the leaf is 1n thermal equil1brium with its env1ronment 
or when the heat balance equation is satisfied. Wind 
mod1fies boundary layer res1stance (Rha, Rwa), thus changes 
leaf temperature. Under c::ond1tions of high energy absorbtion 
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and large leaf dimension, wind speed determ1nes the leaf 
temperature to a large extent, the leaf temperature being 1n 
excess of air temperatures often by 10 or 20 C. When leaves 
are small, absorbed energy low or air temperature high, the 
influence of wind is relat1vely small. Always, the greatest 
effect is over the lower range of w1nd speed from 0 to 1 
ITI /~::;II 
T h F::~ r-· t?!:f 1 r::'t. t :i. D ·n m; h :i. p b r:::! '1:: u.J E·:· t::? ·n u.11 n d s:; p l!!i! t::·::· cl ii:'t. T! d t: r·· ;,::~. n ~::; p :i. '!'"· i:il. t: :i. C:) ·r .. , 
Y' .:::i. t ~~~~ \!.1 :i. 1 1 c1 ~:z· p (·::-! ·n c1 Cl n t h G~· 'I'' i~\ t :i. o 1 E:: / C • I f t h r:::~ \! ;,::1. 1 Lt F:~ o 'i'~ t h :L 1::; 
ratio is large at a constant available energy ( C + lE), 
then an increase in w1nd speed will 1ncrease lE or 
r:::~· \/ E:\ p c1 '!"· ;::~. t: 1 on '(· ,:;t, t (~;! • 0 ·n t h (·:·:·:· C:) '1:: h (~:-:··!'·· h !iit. rl d '} i!it t: 1 o t.u t~ y· \/ ii:\ 1 u. f::.· !::; o f· t: h :i. ~::~ 
ratio, increase in wind speed will 1ncrease C and decrease 
the transp1ration rate. The effects of wind speed on 
photosynthesis and growth rate of the whole plant can also 
IJ (·?:! 'f· Cl u. ·n d :i. ·n C:i ·!'"· iiit. c: f:.~ ( l f) 7' 7 ) .. 
2"2 Models of Wind Speed 
--------------------
Empirical wind speed distributions were plotted by 
r< .i. 1... II d I cl :~:- f..i'i"l ( l ,.'? 0 ~::: ) D. ·n cl •::~ ·o 'j"; '('• ::.\ c:l c €:! n 0 t i::l. l { ., C) n ,::;. '\ ii.'t n rl ., .. h {.','iri, .. J ;:.\ '(' i!f.~ 
shown in Figures 2"1" The common feature of the 
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Several recent papers advocated the application of the 
Weibull distribution to anal~ze wind speed data (Justus et 
,;~\ 1 .. '·' :1. .::? '? H :,: T {::t k 1 <·:?.· i::·'· ri d BY' (J w ·n ') 1 r? "? D :; C c:l '11 '!"· <::\ c:l ~:::. E~ n If:':! '1:: ·iii'. 1 .. ',1 :1. c? c: .t.1. > .. 
·r h ~::; !/·.) 1!::! :i. b 1...\ 1 1 c:l i ~;;; 'l': '(· :i. bU. t :i. 0 'i"t h .:::\ 1::; bE:: F! n ~;;;. h C) U.J ·n t: C::t f :i. t p C::t ~;:; j, t j, V (~;; ]. ~.:J 
skewed data well and 1s used as a tolerance distribution 1n 
the analysis of quantal response data. It also relates to 
some extreme value distibutions with a logarithmlc 
'1:: .,,.. f.':l. ·n !~; f· C).,.. rn Bt t: :i. c::' ·n .. 0 ·n \·:·:·: i::\ c:l v i:':''· ·n '1:: ·~:\ {;,~1 \::.:· C:l f' l...\ ·:::; :i. n ·:;.J .:::'. lt·.J E· :i. bu . .1. l 
distribution lies in its property ot power transformation. 
That is when total wind speed is fitted by a two parameter 
( b '! C:) hi(;?! :i. !:)tJ 11 d :i. ~::; t: 'I'' 11::l1...1. '1:: :i. D'i"t., t h (·::: 1.!..1 1 n CJ ~;?n ~~!'(·1..:3 ~.~J P'f" (J PC)l''· t: 1 i]'i"! i::i.l i:: D 
'\': h E::• C:: U !J :i. C: p Ci 1 .. 1.1 i!:? y·· 0 f t h i!.·:! !::;. p F~ t;\;.; C:l :i. ~~; i:':\ J. m; C) l.~J (·'!:! :t b l.J 1 1 d i \::; t '(· :i. b !...\ t E• C:i 
with parameters (b, c /3). A good descr1ption of the Weibull 
distribution is given in Johnson and Kotz(1970). A random 
variable X has a Weibull distr1bution if there are values of 
the parameters b > 0, c > 0 such that 
c:: 
y ::::: [ 
has the exponential distribution w1th probabilit~ density 
f 1...:. n c:: '!:: :i. c:' n 
p ('y') ..... (~·:~ y > (1.! 
Thus a power transformation of a Weibull random variable is 
a special case of a Gamma variable. 
The probability density function of X is, 
F' ( >< ) ..... c:: / b ) [ X. ..... l" / l::;t ) 
I b J 
, ... 
·- )( .> , .... 
If r = 0 ad b = 1. the distr1bution is referred to as 
standard We1bull d1stribution" The most commonly used 
Weibull d1stribut1on is a twa parameter We1bull (b, c) with 
r = 0. The methods of est:Lmat1ng the Weibull parameters were 
c:l :i. ;::.. c:: Lt m:. ~:::- ~::·:· cl :i. ·n . J C:) h ·n \::;on i::'l ·n c:! !··.:; o '1:: z ( :1. ~.:;;o .. ? IZI ) i:':\ ·n c:l CD ·n ·!"· ii:\ d ~::;,::.-! n E~ ·t ii:\ 1 .. 
Gamma distribution can also fit posit1vely skewed data. For 
locations where wind speed is extremely variable and strong 
winds (greater than 10 m/s) often oc::cur, the Weibull 
distribution is expected to fit such data better than the 
Gamma distribution. For locat1ans where strong w1nds are 
- 26 -
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well as a Weibull" 
Since the Gamma function has already been prDgrammed 
for simulating rainfall, it is easier for us to adapt the 
same program for w1nd speed generationn Also it is generally 
believed that the speed of the wind does not depend on the 
condition of the precipitation" Thus in simulation, the wind 
speed of a day is generated independently from the rainfall" 
Results and Discussion 
------------------------------------------
Ci \·: .... : n r:::: ·r" ii:\ 1 1 u ·::::. p c: .. :: ,·~,. k j, ·n !.:J ~ '1:: h ~:~~ c! :i. ~:::. t: l" :i. bu. t :i. on C) ·f· l1J :i. n d ·:::; p ~~;! ~:::~ d Sii :t ·n 
Wageningen follows a seasonal pattern with stronger w1nds 1n 
winter and spr1ng months" The monthly averages of the last 
ten years showed that the w1nd speeds from November to 
February were greater than 2n9 m/s, but were less than 2.5 
m/s from May to October. A simple emp1rical representat1on 
of the monthly average wind speed 1n relat1on to the month 
l.t·.J h f::.· ., •.. r~ 1,.1 :i. ~:::. t h (~~~· p "!'"· (·?:i c:! :i. c: t (0;:· cl rn on t h 1 ~ .. :.1 iiit v (.'fl.• i" E:'t. <.:.:J F:: l..t.i :i. ·n d !::> p (·::·:· <~::: c:l <::'. ·r, ct ITi i ·::::. 
'1:: h f::1 rn C) r'r t h r, u.1T1 b G.~·\" :1. n ii:\ ~-::J 0::· a'!'"· II • r h G~ i'' (·:·! f" o \''· ?::~ ~ IT! o ·n -!:: h 1 ~·::.1 ~i:\ \i ~~.~ r' iii\ ·:.J t::) s:; C) ·f 
w1nd speed in Wageningen can easily be calculated from the 
·:·::l. !:::; o \-' E::: ~:~: q. t.t. 2:\ t :i. D n , 
T h 1:::~· p a .. ,.. <::1. rn r:., t· c::.• Y' \:::. 11 <iii 11 iii1. 'i"t c:l 11 b u o f· t: h <~:: G .:ii'. rrr ITt ii:i. d :i. ~::; '1:: r·· :i. b u t :i. n n 
·r uri c: t :i. on 1 ..u E:• r' c·: e:: ~:; t :i. m .:i:l. t (~? c:1 'f· or·· \·::: -:::\ c: h rn or, t h o ·r~ t h ~::: 1 (::i. ~::i t t G: n ~~1 ~::2 i:"i\ y·· i:rr 
based on Wageningen wind speed data between 1975 to 1984 
( !!!i E· ~:::: l\ r:· p (·::~ n d f::: ;.:: (:i ) II ·r h ~:::· ~-.... ! 1?.·"2 Eit '(· 1 H \/ -iiit. ·~'" 1 a t :i. c:l n ·:~; C:) ·f t h ~~:! \~; f::: p .~·~ l"'' a !Tr (~?.· t r:~ ·~" s 
w fi:~ ),.· r::: c: E1 . .1. c: u. 1 ,:ii -1:: 0:: c:l iii'. ·n d '1:: h \·:~~ ·;:::. t iii'. n c:! ~·::\ r·· c:i d *?::· \! :i. ,::\ t :L D r'i :::; IJJ \·?:l .,.. t?..:· Ei( bot...\ "1:: l , J 
times the sizes of their cDrresponding means. The percent 
coefficient of var1ation of the mean parameters (based on 
standard errors) was about 35%. There definitely ex1sts B 
general seasonal trend in the values of these parametersy 
·r h (·~~ u ii:\ u \/ ·::·:,. 1 t.\ \0:~ :~; :i. n c:: y·· <~:1 {:"it.~:::.!·?:) ·f" r' o 1T1 ,J .:~'. r1 u i::t r·· :.:,.J t: (J ·::::.1...1. rr1 rn,:..:: ·(· Et. ·n d t h (~;; n 
progressivel~ decrease until December. On the contrary, the 
11 b u \l ·:':"ii :t t...i •:?:~ ~:::. t <·::·! n cl "1:: o b E• 1.:.:1 ·r"· E~ :.::\ t ~::: Y' Hit. t: t h ~:::) 1:) E~ (;;,l :t ri ·n 1 n 1;.:.1 ii:'i n c:l t h <~:·: ,;;:;,. 'i"t d 
of the ~ear while minimum values usually occur in June or 
•.J i..l .. 1. :-::.1 ., I II •::.~ ·:::\ v 1:.7: r · ·:::1 ··:.1 t::! '::\ 'C;::n 1 • ... 1 1 .. 1 ,,., ••• • ... · ,... ..... ,,., .... .. .... 
'I ·~· .j,. '"' ml .; ·r•. .j .. f .. , /"'• •I~• 1"\ ·1 "l •""• "! 'I"• I"! o/.'• •i /"II ! ':'t f."," 
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Figur8 2.2 Average monthly a and b 
84> of Wagen1ngen 
:1. (l) 1 :1. 
Again quadratic curves were found to fit the seasonal 
trends very well for both parameters. The R2 7 S are 0.62 and 
0.83 respectively for the fitted a and b curves which are 
i\. 
a - 7. :1. - 0u08 (m - 6) (m - 5) 
;\ 
b - 0.37 + 0.014 (m 
Where m is the month number in a year. Thus considerable 
reduction of required parameters to simulate wind speed at 
Wageningen is achieved, s1nce they can be regenerated from 
the above equations" 
Results of simulation of wind speed are in close 
approximation to observat1ons. On the yearly averages, only 
for two of ten years the simulated averages are different 
f· 'r"· 0 1'1'1 t: h (·:?.• h :L ::;:. t: D '(' 1 t:: a. 1 IT!(~?.· i:':\ 'i"t l; u (\ ·n d -1:: h F!. T''t 'l:: h E~ d :i. 'f' ·f- /!!.:! i"'' (~'2 n C:: t'f:::• ~~· (::1. y·· E• D ·n 1 ;.,.,.) 
Q'J " :1. lTt ./ \::} .. 
:;: I I t '} c:: ::::; '.1 '!:: 1" ;::;, ,, ... • ::. .... d ~;; F' ;:::: , .... ~::! :i. •r·. .J ::::: ., .. , '" .'.'·' .,, .. ~ .... : 1 r.:: +· h 1:.~·. h ·i ,.::; h 1.'.7. ;:~ .,.. ;::;IT! n 'i"l ~~:1 
the ten years" The observed and simulated monthly averages 
of that year are plotted in Figure 2"3. 
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wind speeds in 1983 at Wagen1ngen. * means the 
two points are not separable in this scale" 
The fitted quadratic equation for 1983 data 1s, 
F~ ..... 12) .. 7 
At this extreme situation, a Gamma function still provides 
S:1 c::r o c:l m:. :i. ITI u 1 .:::i t: :i. o·n .. T h u. ~::; n o ·f u. '!"· t h r:.::: '(· :i. rn p ·(· o \/ t: .. :: rn (·'.':': ·n t n n IT1 r:::: '1:: h o c:i 1::; c::t f' 
simulating wind speed is necessary for climat1c conditions 
s::.1 . ..1. c:: h (:'it.!:::. i ·n I;,J ::::1 . .:.:.:~ ~~~·:• '1'"1 :i. ·n ·:.:.:J r:.:::• n , 
P E·:· v·· h <::r. p 1:::. i::i. f ~:·:·:· u.J r·· t::..:•rr1 E:i. '!'' k ~:::. ·::::. h C:) u. 1 c:l b \.'!:? rn iiir. de !·::t 1;::; c::r 1 . ..1. t s;:. :i. rn u . .l. E:l. t :i. f.) n 
models of wind d1rection .. Usually, wind direct1on is 
reported in coordinates of the polar system. To define the 
azimuth~ the direction can be given e1ther following the 
cardinal points and the intermediate points or in degrees 
f· c:;; 1 1 o UJ :i. ·n ·:.~.~ t h ~:.~ n o ·n ;::\ ·:;:J r::·:·! ·:::; 1 rn c:\ 1 !::; c.:::'. 1 t:·:: ( P y·· 1 m !':':\ u 1 t: '.• :1. .::? "? •::? ) , 
Statistically, the proportions of the wind d1rect:i.ons for a 
given period of t1me can be assumed to follow a mult1nomial 
distribution. Each direction can be represented as a segment 
or an interval between [0, 1J. The length of the segment 
corresponds to the magnitute of the proportion" The 
Sii i l'i'l U. 1 ii:l. t :i. Cl n C:: i:':·•. T'i 1:7:! i:':l. ~::; :1. 1 H bE! {i:\ C:: C:: 0 ITI p 1 :i. !::; h if:::• ci b !d (.:,:, r:..;~ n C!!: \"· {i:i. t :i. n 9 1...1. i'i :i. 'f' 0 'r'' ITt 
random deviates on the interval [0, 1J" Thus~ depending on 
t h ~~·::• ·::;; (:·::• 91Ti 0;! 'i"' t I .. U h :i. C h t: h :i. !::; Y' .£:':'1. ·n c:l 0 ITI T\ I,J.ITt bE·~'(· 'f' t::X 1 1 !!!!- :i. n , ,:~. cl :i. 'r'' E! C: t :i. 0 r'l 
can be defined accordingly. 
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. PROGRAM LISTING: RAHIN 
C************************************************************************** C THIS PROGR~M STOCH~STIC~LLY SIMUL~TES D~ILY PRECIPIT~TION 
C ~ND WIND SPEED V~LUES. THE REQUIRED INPUT D~T~ ~RE HISTORIC~L 
C D~ILY R~INF~LL ~ND WIND SPEED ME~SUREMENTS WHICH ~RE USED TO 
C ESTIM~TE THE MODEL P~R~METERS. 
C THIS PROGR~M WILL ~LSD C~LCUL~TE V~RI~BILITY ESTIM~TES <SD) 
























































































~N INDEX V~LUE. 1 FOR R~INF~LL D~T~, 2 FOR WIND 
SPEED. 
INPUT R~INF~LL D~T~ M~TRIX, DIMENSIONED 20,365. 
INPUT WIND SPEED D~T~ M~TRIX, DIMENSIONED 20,365. 
~ D~T~ M~TRIX USEDE TO STORE R~IN OR WIND FOR 
P~R~METER ESTIMRTION 
OUTPUT P~R~METER M~TRIX ESTIM~TED FROM D~T~ 
OUTPUT SUM OR ME~N P~R~METER M~TRIX OVER YE~RS 
OUTPUT ST~NDERD DEVI~TION OF P~R~METERS FOR YE~R 
HISTORIC~L MONTHLY TOT~L ~MOUNT 
II II II WET D~YS 
SIMUL~TED D~ILY R~IN ST~TUS FOR ~ MONTH 
" II II ~MOUNT II " II 
II II If STRTUS II II YE~R 
II II Q ~MOUNT II II II 
•• MONTHLY TOT~L R~INF~LL 
11 NUMBER WET D~YS IN MONTH 
" D~ILY WIND SPEED FOR ~ MONTH 
II II II II II II YERR 
COUNTER OF YE~RS TH~T ESTIM~TION ~RE M~DE 
THE TOT~L NUMBER YE~RS ~RE USED FOR ESTIM~TION 
~LPHR V~LUE IN FUNCTION G~MMRD 
BET~ V~LUE II II II 
COUNTER OF THE NUMBER OF MONTH. 
COUNTER NUMBER OF MONTH 
SCREEN TEST IF CORRECT D~T~ ~RE USED 
SEED FOR THE R~NDOMGENER~TOR 
SEED FOR THE R~NDOM GENER~TEOR 
RESULT OF THE R~NDOMGENER~TOR 
TEST WHETHER YOU STRRT THE SIMUL~TION 
~LRERDY IN IT 
TEST TRRNSITION~L PROBRBILITY 









C NDRYS NUMBER OF DRYS IN R MONTH 
c ************************************************************************ C MRIN PROGRRM 









DRTR DRTE/ 'JRN.','FEB.' ,'MRR.' ,'RPR.' ,'MRY I ,'JUNE' I 
$ 'JULY','RUG.','SEP.','OCT.','NOV.';'DEC.'/ 
DRTR NDRYS/31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31/ 






30 FORMRTC' WHICH FILE HRS TO BE RERD?' ,$) 
35 FORMRTCR15) 
31 FORM~T(' H8W-M~NY ¥ERRS DRTR RRE USED FOR ESTIMRTION?',$) 
217 FORMRTCIS) 
OPENCUNIT=11,5TRTUS='OLD' ,FILE=INPNRMl 






[************************************************************************ C CRLL SUBROUTINES FOR PRRRMETER ESTIMRTIONS 
[************************************************************************ 
DO 51 IPRR=1,2 
DO 81 J=1,NYR 
DO 81 K=1,365 
XDRTJ:JCJ,Kl=O.O 
81 CONTINUE 






DO 82 K=1 4 
82 CONTINUE 
DO 41 ~J= 1 I NYR 
IFCIPRR.EQ.2) GOTO 42 









C******************************************************************** C C~LL SUBROUTINE EST~WCIP~R,XD~T~,J,YD~T~,NY> 
C RSUM IS THE SUM OF OBSERVED ~MOUNT OVER YE~RS 
C NNW IS THE OBSERVED R~INING D~YS IN ~ MONTH 
C OVER YERRS 
C*********************************************************************** 
C~LL ESTRWCIP~R,XDRTR,J,YDRTR,NY,SUM,NWl 














C************************************************************************ C C~LCUL~TE MERNS ~ND V~I~BILITY OF YERRLY ESTIM~TED 
C P~R~METERS, IF MORE TH~N ONE YE~R DRTR ~RE USED. 
[************************************************************************ 
DO 48 K=1 I 12 









IFCIP~R.EQ.2) GOTO 48 
P11CKl=5YD~TRC1,K) 
P01CKl=SYD~T~C2,Kl 
POOCKl=1. - P01CKl 




IF CIPRR.EQ.2J GOTO 62 
[************************************************************************ C PRINT RRINFRLL PRR~METERS 
---==-====E**-"***lBAHBHf*1HAHHHflf*~if~HABOOf*1f**iHHOOOf*~f****'~'fW*'~f*~~OifW*~*1f*~*=*·~nnf*1t*~~f*~~*=*:-*i(~*'=*~-·· _,_.:..__ 
WRITEC20,64) 
63 FORMRTC//2X,' MERN PRRRMETERS OVER THE YERR5') 
64 FORMRTC/2X,'MONTH' ,5X,'PCW/Wl',5X,'PCW/D)' ,7X,'RLPHR' I 
$ 10X, 'BETR') 
DO 65 I== 1, 12 





IFCNYR.EQ.1) GOTO 32 
WRITEC20,67) 
67 FORM~TC//2X,'ST~ND~RD DEVI~TIONS OF THE P~R~METERS OVER YE~RS') 
WRITEC20,64) 




C R~INF~LL SIMUL~TION. 
[**************************************************************************** C C~LL SUBROUTINE GENR~CND~YS,P11,P01,~LPH~,BET~,NTR~,PREC) 
[**************************************************************************** 
C~LL GENR~CND~YS,P11,P01,~LPH~,BET~,NTT,TOR~IN) 
[**************************************************************************** C PRINT THE OBSERVED ~VER~GES RND THE SIMULRTED RESULTS 
C FOR RRINF~LL [ *************************************************************************** 
WRITE C20,413) 
413 FORM~TC///,5X,'SUMM~RY OF THE MONTHLY R~INFRLLCMM) 
$ INFORM~TION'/5X,'MONTH RRIND~YS--RMOUNT' 
$ 2X, I RRIND~YS--~MOUNT'/12X,' CSIMUL~TED) '6X, 














421 FORM~TC/5X,'TOT~L' ,I7,F10.1,2X,I5,F10.1) 
GOTO 51 
C************************************************************************* C PRINT WIND SPEED P~RRMETERS 
[************************************************************************* 
62 WRITEC20,70) NYR 
WRITEC20,71) 
70 FORM~TC//2X,'WIND SPEED PRRRMETERS OVER' ,!3, 1 YERR5'/2X, 
$ 'ST~NDRRD DEVI~TION5 ~RE ZEROS IF ONLY ONE YERR DRTR USED') 
71 FORMRTC2X,'MONTH' ,7X,'~LPHR' ,7X,'5.D.' ,7X,'BET~' ,7X,'S.D.') 
DO 72 I =1, 12 
WRITEC20,73)!,SYD~TRC3,!),VYD~TRC3,I),5YD~T~C4,I),VYDRTRC4,I) 
72 CONTINUE 




DO 74 L=1,12 
CRLL GENWINCL,NDRYS,RLPHR,BETR,WINDl 
NDRY=NDRYSCL) 











418 FORMRTC//SX,'RVERRGE MONTHLY WIND SPEEDCM/SEC)'//5X, 
$ 'MONTH SIMUL~TED OBSERVED'> 
YRV1=0. 
YRV2=0. 



















GENWIN IS WIND SPEED GENERRTOR: TRUNCRTED GRMMR FUNCTION 
WMIN 15 THE LOWER LIMIT; WMRX IS THE UPPER LIMIT 
THESE VRLUES RRE GIVEN VRLUES FOR R LOCRTION 














IFCWINDCil.LT.WMINl GOTO 213 
IFCWINDCI).GT.WMRXl GOTO 213 







C****************************************************************** C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE, ESTRW, WILL T~KE R~W D~T~ TO 
C ESTIM~TE THE P~R~METERS FOR R~INF~LL OR FOR WIND 








CH~R~CTER *36 RC2) 
D~T~ D~TE/'J~N.' ,'FEB.' ,'M~R.' ,'~PR.' ,'M~Y' ,'JUNE' I 
$ 'JULY','RUG.','SEP.','OCT.','NOV.','DEC.'/ 
D~T~ RC1)/' 'I 
D~t~ RC2)/'NOT ENOUGH D~T~ 'I 





















DO 30 K=1,365 
IFCK.GE.001 .~NO. K.LE.031)M0=1 
IFCK.GE.032 .~NO. K.LE.059)M0=2 
IFCK.GE.OSO .~NO. K.LE.090)M0~3 
IFCK.GE.091 .~NO. K.LE.120)M0=4 
IFCK.GE.121 .~ND. K.LE.151)M0=5 
IFCK.GE.152. ~NO. K.LE.181)M0=6 
IFCK.GE.182 .~NO. K.LE.212)M0=7 
IFCK.GE.213 .~NO. K.LE.243)M0=8 
IFCK.GE.244 .~NO. K.LE.273)M0=8 
IFCK.GE.274 .~NO. K.LE.304)M0=10 
334)M0=11 
IFCRWIN.GT.O.O) NWCM0l=NWCM0)+1 





































IF ( NW ( I ) . L T • 3 ) I I I = 2 
ICCI>=III 







[**************************************************************** C ~ CORRECTION F~CTOR IS USED TO REDUCE OVERESTIM~TION 
C OF P01 ~ND P11. THESE F~CTORS C~N BE DERIVED FROM~ 
C PRILIMIN~RY RUN ~ND FROM THE PRINTOUTS OF ME~N V~LUES 





IFCP11CI).GT. 0.88) P11Cll=0.88 














[ 808 TYPE 808,I 1 RBRRCil 1 RLBRRCIJ,Y 1 RLPHR2 1 BETR2 FORMrlTC/2X 1 I5,5F10.2J 
I 
203 FORMRTC//5X, 1 RRINFRLL PRRRMETER ESTIMRTION FOR YERR' 1 13) 
WRITEC20,201J 
20 1 FORMr:tT ( I I I MONTH I I 7X I I p ( w I w) I I 7X I I p (wID) I I 7X I 
$ '~LPHR 1 I 7X,'BETR') 





GO TO 17 
13 WRITEC20,14l 
14 FORM~TC///2X,'WIND SPEED P~R~METERS FOR YE~R' ,I 
$ 2X,'MONTH' ,7X,'~LPH~' ,10X,'BET~') 























SUBROUtiNE GENRR FOR RRINFRLL SIMDLRIION 
RMIN ~ND RMRX RRE LIMITS GIVEN BY RESE~RCHER 




















DO 120 L=NM,NMONTH 
I1=6351*L*0.2527 
I2=3753*L*O .15 
11.1nnv .......... ·-r• " 
T r-, •--.-- ,___.. r-rr-r-"' .,.. ,,... 
J.l \.I,.IL....JI .L..u • ....J....J...JJ IIlLI" 
TP1 =P10CL) 






C****************************************************************** C TEST IF TOD~Y IS DRY OR NOT 
C <TWO ST~TE M~RKOV CH~IN> 
C****************************************************************** 
DO 50 1=1,ND~Y 













DO 55 I=1,NDI=tY 
PRECIPCI)=O.O 
55 CONTINUE 




DO 80 I=1,NDJ:IY 
IFCNTRI=tiNCil.EQ. 1) THEN 
60 PRECIPC!)=CI=tiNTCCGI=tMMJ:IDCf:lLPH,BETl+.005)*100.))/100 
IF CPRECIPCI).LT.RMIN) GOTO 60 





















IF CK) 303,303,301 
301 PROD=1.0 
DO 302 L=1,K 








305 C~LL R~NDU CI1,I2,U) 
U~=-50/~LOG10CU> 
X=O. 
IF C~.LT.U~> X=U**~ 
C~LL R~NDU CI1,I2,Ul 
UB=-50/~LOG10CU) 
Y=X 
IF CB.LT.UB) Y=U**B+X 


















f:lPPENDIX ~i LISTINGS OF P~R~METERS OF R~IN ~ND WIND MODELS 
( Rf:liN f:lND WIND P~Rf:lMETERS OF Wf:lGENINGENI1975-1984) 
R~INFRLL PRR~METER ESTIMRTION FROM YERR 1975 
MONTH PCW/W) PCW/0) RLPHJ:I BETJ:l 
J~N. 0.8686 0.5000 0.6967 5.0534 
FEB. 0.5714 0.0952 0.9980 4.7595 
M~R. 0.8400 0.6500 0.9980 3.0842 
~PR. 0.8636 0.5000 0.9393 2.6337 
M~Y 0.61 0. 0.9980 3.4152 
JUNE 0.6923 0.2941 0. 9.6820 
~.JULY 0.6000 0.3125 0. 12.4552 
~UG. 0.4545 0.3000 0.5401 8.9541 
SEP. 0.5882 0.6154 0.6526 6.1720 
OCT. 0.4667 0.5000 0. 1. 31 
NOV. 0.7778 0.3333 0.8528 5.6087 
DEC. 0.4167 0.3684 0.7273 2.5778 
RRINFRLL PRR~METER ESTIMRTION FROM YE~R 1976 
MONTH PCW/W) PCW/0) RLPHR BETR 
J~N. 0.8182 0.4444 0.9880 4.5272 
FEB. 0.7143 0.0952 0.8980 2.5766 
M~R. 0.5000 0.2381 0.8397 3.5250 
~PR. 0.0000 0.1111 0.8980 2.3380 
M~Y 0.6429 0. 0.9604 2.3878 
\-JUNE 0.2000 0.1200 0.9880 8.6673 
JULY 0 .. 5556 0.2273 0.9880 2.8657 
t=lUG. 0.7778 0.0908 0.8880 2.2823 
SEP. 0.5882 0.5385 0.9880 2.4814 
OCT. 0.6428 0.2353 0.9980 2.7902 
NOV. 0.7222 0.5000 0.8334 3.1261 
DEC. 0.7000 o. 0.9880 2.6158 
R~INFRLL PRRRMETER ESTIMRTION FROM YERR 1977 
MONTH PCW/D) BETr:l 
J~N. 0.6500 2.1884 
FEB. 4. 
MRY 0.81 0.1333 0.9880 3.6874 
JUNE 0.6471 0.5385 0.6120 5.8368 
JULY 0.6428 0.2353 0.5888 8.8825 
RUG. 0.8750 0.4286 0.6130 9.1 
SEP. 0.2857 0.2174 0.8243 1.0572 
0 7222 0.3846 0.6630 3.0918 
0 0 0 7 
0 0 
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RRINF~LL Pt=lRt=IMETER IMt=ITION FROM YERR 1 
MONTH PCW/W) PCW/D) t=ILPHJ:l BETJ:l 
Jt=IN. 0.7143 0.8500 0.7003 4 0112 
FEB. 0.8000 0.4615 0.8412 5.3549 
MJ=IR. 0.8000 0.8500 0.8980 3.2886 
t=IPR. 0.7333 0.2687 0.8580 2.7039 
Mt=IY 0. 0.3750 0. 4. 
JUNE 0.7778 0.4167 0.8774 3. 
tJULY 0. 0.2500 0.6038 6.7074 
t=IUG. 0.7059 0.4286 0.7301 2.3588 
. 0.6250 0.4286 0.8007 5.3702 
OCT. 0.3636 0.3000 0.8880 1.6132 
NOV. 0 .. 6364 0.2105 0.9880 1 . 
DEC. 0.7857 0. 0.8702 7.5770 
Rt=l LL PRRRMETER ESTIMRTION FROM YERR 1979 
MONTH PCW/W) PCW/D) RLPHR BETt=l 
Jt=IN. 0.6471 0.4286 0.8024 2.6024 
FEB. 0.5833 0.31 0. 5.2209 
Mt=lR. 0.8316 0.6500 0.8868 4.7008 
t=IPR. 0.7895 0.3838 0.8442 2.8282 
MJ:lY 0.7885 0.3333 0. 4.2467 
JUNE 0. 0.4667 0.4164 .7598 
JULY 0.6429 0.2941 0.5081 4.4057 
t=lUG. 0.5000 0.4667 0.6481 8.7231 
0.3750 0.2273 0.8980 2.2285 
OCT. 0.2857 0.2500 0.6545 6.9902 
NOV. 0.7368 0.4545 0.6850 4.6023 
DEC. 0.7917 0.6500 0.8348 4.6970 
Rt=liNFJ:lLL PRRt=IMETER IMt=ITION FROM YEt=IR 1980 
MONTH PCW/W) PCW/D) t=ILPHR 
'"Jt=lN . 0.8000 0.2500 0.6914 
0. 0.2000 0. 
0.5000 0.4706 0. 
JUNE 0.8571 0. . 
JULY 0.6842 0.4167 0. 
J:llJG. 0. 0.5333 0.6511 
SEP. 0.5000 0.4375 0.6937 
OCT. 0.7391 0.6250 0.5943 5.1548 
NOV. 0.8421 0.2727 0.7259 3.8138 
DEC. 0.6842 0.5833 0.8880 2.8156 
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RJ:IINFJ:ILL PJ:IRJ:IMETER IM~TION FROM 1 
MONTH PCW/W) PCW/D) f:lLPHJ:I BETf:l 
JJ:IN. 0.6000 0.3750 0.9379 5.8571 
FEB. 0.6687 0.31 0.5209 6.9851 
MJ:IR. 0.8400 0.5000 0. 8.5801 
J:IPR. 0. 0.2727 0.7606 2.11 
MJ:IY 0. 0.6500 0.7772 3. 
JUNE 0.6111 0.5833 0. 7.8984 
JULY 0.5000 0.4118 0.4858 7. 
RUG. 0. 0.1364 0. 5.0208 
. 0.6429 0.31 0.7978 5.1834 
OCT. 0.8800 0.6500 0.7416 7.11 
NOV. 0.8333 0.6500 0.7823 3. 
DEC. 0 .. 0.3846 0 .. 7897 4 .. 1084 
RJ:IINFJ:ILL PJ:IRI=lMETER ESTIMJ:ITION FROM YEJ:IR 1882 
MONTH PCW/W) PCW/D) f:lLPHI=I BETJ:I 
,JJ:IN. 0.7500 0.2105 0. 4.1 
. 0.6867 0.1579 0.9980 1.8370 
MRR. 0.7222 0.3077 0.5968 7.3757 
J:IPR. 0.8923 0~2941 0.9517 1 . 
MRY 0.6875 0.2667 0.8822 2.5818 
-.JUNE 0.6316 0.6364 0.7969 4.0484 
JULY 0.5000 0.2857 0. 3.2707 
J:IUG. 0.8111 0. 0.8101 3. 
. 0. 0 . 0.9980 2.8785 
OCT. 0.7368 0. 0.6456 7.1418 
NOV. 0.7500 0.5000 0.6175 5. 
0.8333 0.2308 0.9880 3.3010 
RRINFI=lLL PJ:IRRMETER IMRTION FROM YERR 1883 
MONTH PCW/W) PCW/D) RLPHJ:I BETR 
.JRN. 0.8571 0.4000 0. 5. 
0. 0.1 0.7870 
0.8800 0.1 0.9880 
0.5714 0.8500 0. 
0. 0.1200 0.8880 2. 
0. 0.3182 0.6396 5.1128 
0.6842 0.4545 0.6568 7.7305 
OCT. 0.7059 0.3571 0.8661 2.4246 
NOV. 0.7273 0.2105 0.4360 14.1426 
DEC 0.7058 0.2857 0.7035 6.5919 
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RRINFRLL PRRRMETER IMRTION FROM YERR 1984 
MONTH PCW/VJ) PCW/D) RLPHR BETR 
JRN. 0.8800 0.6000 0.8388 3.9916 
0.7500 0.1250 o. 7. 
Mf:IR. 0. 0.1579 0.9570 3. 
J:JPR. 0. 0.1765 0.7472 1.5340 
MJ:JY 0.6842 0.4167 0. 5.0658 
JUNE 0. 0.3158 0.8980 4.6176 
~.JULY 0.4000 0.2381 0.7076 5.8417 
t=lUG. 0.7000 0.1905 0.7417 1.4340 
0.7817 0.6500 0.5638 11.7808 
OCT. 0.7500 0.3636 0.7978 7.8780 
NOV. 0.6875 0.3571 0.9296 3.3079 
DEC. 0.7059 0.4286 0.8554 2.0719 
MEt=lN PRRJ:JMETERS OVER THE YERRS 
MONTH PCW/VJ) PCW/D) J:JLPHJ:I BETR 
1 0.7776 0.4509 0.832018 4.227822 
2 0.6928 0.2260 0.797563 4.893907 
3 0.7080 0. 0.834480 4.760486 
4 0.6307 0.3456 0.870575 2.689418 
5 0.6453 0. 0.887871 3.652638 
8 0.6096 0.4105 0.730091 7.740648 
7 0. 0.2791 0.658406 6.561 
8 0.6076 0.3432 0.686728 5.077973 
8 0. 0.4145 0.798382 4.770473 
10 0.6283 0. 0.769168 4. 808 
11 0.7588 0.4139 0.778842 5. 
12 0.7118 0.4177 0.847885 3.908844 
STRNDRRD DEVIJ:ITIONS OF THE PRRRMETERS OVER YERRS 
MONTH PCW/VJ) PCW/D) t=JLPHR BETR 
1 0.8213 0.4870 0.884030 4.588071 
2 0.7331 0.2704 0. 5.462075 
3 0. 0.4848 0.893077 5. 
0.7130 0.4024 0.91 3.032467 
7 0.5915 0.3058 0.718057 7.742959 
8 0. 0.3847 0.734419 6.070137 
9 0.6082 0.4621 0.852310 5.948453 
10 0.6873 0.4439 0.818507 5.422202 
11 0.7993 0.4638 0.835354 6.534298 
12 0.7553 0.4617 0.887200 4.501169 
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WIND SPEED PRRRMETERS FROM YERR 1975 
MONTH RLPHR BETR 
JRN. 8.094646 0.504814 
FEB. 6.184051 0.387037 
MRR. 5.732491 0.476064 
RPR. 5.933573 0.438185 
MRY 6.023070 0.431138 
JUNE 13.483269 0.165143 
JULY 3.834908 0.547621 
RUG. 8.842267 0.203757 
SEP. 2.811130 0.826477 
OCT. 7.182688 0.292285 
NOV. 4.060557 0.582843 
DEC. 2.055740 1.201985 
WIND SPEED PRRRMETERS FROM YERR 1876 
MONTH RLPHR BETR 
JRN. 5.180581 0.917818 
FEB. 8.160401 0.341807 
MRR. 4.601714 0.656838 
RPR. 3.881873 0.620952 
MRY 6.852160 0.368615 
JUNE 4.735428 0.453320 
















WIND SPEED PRRRMETERS FROM YERR 1877 
MONTH RLPHR BETR 
JRN. 2.389540 1.150174 
FEB. 3.692410 0.833757 
MRR. 7.205658 0.428427 
RPR. 4.266280 0.784446 
MRY 8.873117 0.303826 
JUNE 8.308717 0.226287 
JULY 8.229543 0.285944 
RUG. 4.384923 0.358185 
SEP. 2.306855 0.851086 
OCT. 3.467254 0.648463 
NOV. 2.884872 1.359968 
DEC. 3.341326 0.961565 
WIND SPEED PRRRMETERS FROM YERR 1878 
MONTH RLPHR BETR 




























WIND SPEED P~R~METERS FROM YE~R 1978 
MONTH ~LPH~ BET~ 
J~N. 3.859358 0.723837 
FEB. 4.874014 0.578605 
M~R. 8.552196 0.476382 
~PR. 8.565685 0.348846 
M~Y 6.478383 0.413221 
JUNE 8.880582 0.259802 
JULY 5.780568 0.435832 
~UG. 6.382419 0.361315 
SEP. 4.878148 0.458874 
OCT. 4.376555 0.553536 
NOV. 5.272318 0.568010 
DEC. 5.157028 0.811821 
WIND SPEED P~R~METERS FROM YERR 1880 





































WIND SPEED PnRRMETERS FROM YERR 1981 
MONTH ~LPHR BETR 
J~N. 3.380822 0.878082 
FEB. 2.896092 0.932167 
MRR. 4.018380 0.854940 
~PR. 9.456658 0.259782 
MRY 6.280559 0.326142 
JUNE 3.606812 0.619198 
JULY 8.883339 0.244837 
nuG. 2.498484 o.583346 
SEP. 4.113156 0.470037 
OCT. 3.731483 0.808282 
NOV. 4.505286 0.741351 
DEC. 6.886847 0.361047 
WIND SPEED PRRRMETERS FROM YERR 1982 
MONTH RLPHR BETR 


























WIND SPEED PRRRMETERS FROM YE~R 1983 
MONTH RLPH~ BET~ 
J~N. 10.378431 0.488748 
FEB. 5.533151 0.613187 
MRR. 6.444808 0.568088 
RPR. 10.843540 0.281140 
MRY 8.004804 0.313448 
JUNE 12.458380 0.207608 
JULY 12.252221 0.148018 
RUG. 12.554542 0.164444 
SEP. 5.781130 0.607826 















































WIND SPEED PRRr:IMETERS OVER 10 YEr:IRS 
STr:INDRRD DEVIRTIONS f:lRE ZEROS IF ONLY ONE YEr:IR Dr:ITr:l USED 
MONTH RLPH~ S.D. BETr:l S.D. 
1 5.543840 6.3123 0.728227 0.8007 
2 6.564095 7.7252 0.538857 0.61G8 
3 5.712371 6.2682 0.647078 0.7255 
4 6.853692 7.6281 0.435480 0.4848 
5 7.186672 7.6468 0.358433 0.3807 
6 7.800773 8.8862 0.352803 0.3860 
7 8.223983 8.1130 0.326720 0.3763 
8 6.873262 7.8558 0.356768 0.4041 
9 4.520283 4.9018 0.564052 0.6114 
10 4.922756 5.3280 0.575188 0.6355 
11 4.318289 4.6873 0.775688 0.8505 








P F N D I X B ; S U ~··1 i~, R H I E ~:~ 0 F THE ~J ~~·, G EN I N Ci F N D AT p, 
< ACTUf~L. n_,:,INF!qL.L AND LtJINOGPEF~D DAT{l 
OF WAGENINGEN IN 1975 TO 1984) 
SUMMARY OF YEAR 1975 
~'!ONTH I, . .IET Df.~i YB 
Jf;\IN .. :?,Li 
FEB .. 6 
MAR .. ~~ ~~.i 
f1P'H .. 1:) • .,. ,, .. ,;:> 
Mf~IY :1.2 





OCT .. :l ~~ 
NO'v1 ,. :I.H 
DEC .. :t ::,~ 
TDT .. :1. 9~? 
r1r::,~iN :1.6 .. 0 
VAH .. "}("?. t::· \J.-.J It .. J 
BUf'1f11{1H Y DF YEf~H 
r1DNTH t,,IET Dt,YB 
,J t, r··,! " 2~.~~ 
FEB .. ... , I 
I"J(.:;R II :1. () 
{~P 11." :.:) 
f'lf.'tY :1. ~:; 
.JI..INE ~· 
JULY 10 
1:':tUG .. 9 
NO\}., :t ~J 
DEC .. :1.9 
TOT .. l4·f!. 
f"JEl~N :1. :~~" 3 





!.' .. (,} " ,.J 
'7'7 t; 2 
,;;• ' f.) 
,.J f.> .. ' 
'YO .. s) 
\~~t {~) :J ~~~ 
(,f :~.~ 11 ..r.~ 
:1. .1.{ II ~:.=; 
86 .. i. 
?:t!:S .. 4 
I;J I ND~:\P FED 
< 1"1/G) 
ly" :1. 
2 .. 6 
2 .. 6 
~59 .. 6 2 .. ::.:; 
:1.976 
'7 ~59 II e.. 0 tt ~'5 
AfviOUNT 
< Mf1) 
9? .. A· 
:t.H .. O 
2~~!" 6 
7 .. 0 
~~l~ tv 'i 
:.:) .t~~ ~I {;-) 
~.~8" 6 
20 .. !::; 
ti9 .. ~.:i 
i; f}" (:) 
'1·4·9" ~:; 
~~ 7" ~:.:; 
~~j 3 f.) " ? 
I.:.J I NDBP FED 
3 .. 0 
2 .. 4 
:~~ u :t 
::.~ It () 
2u0 
2 .. b 
2u!f 
2 .. 6 
0 .. 6 
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8Uf1f'1,~HY DF YEAH l(.'.J7? 
~'IONTH ~JET Df.{YS f.t~1DUNT vJINDBPEED 
( f''l f·1 ) < f1/~:n 
.JAN .. ;?!5 ~!.i.f.f II 6 r) ··;• , .... u l 
FEB .• ?() g.tt" 9 :·5" :1. 
~1f.tR" :1''" ,.,·:.1 ~~9 .,It ~·5 .. :t 
APH .. ~"') ~ ,,~ .. t ~:)0 II,(; ::~" ;:r, 
MAY l ~:i ~~:; ~~:; It ~~~~ 2 .. '7 
"JUNE :f.,<J 6·<t II :3 :~~ u :t 
.JULY :L5 6H~~O 2.,l.;. 
AUG .. :?.it t ;;)it to lt :t .. 6 
SFP .. '7 b .. :1. 2 .. 0 
OCT .. :I.e.. :36 .. 9 :?. u ::4~ 
~.~~:.:; 1.?0 .. :3 "X (:) ·.~1 u I 
TOT .. 226 e,oe} .. e. 
MEf~1N :1.,~~ .. 8 6? .. 2 '1 "'J -~~. H I 
tJAR .. :~:l .. 4 :t.00f) .. 8 0 "lt 
BUf1~1AH Y OF YEAR :1. rl7B 
MONTH ~JET Dr., Y~:~ f-lf'iOUNT ~,1 J ND~:)P EED 
< i'lM) (i"l/B) 
Jf~N .. 22 6:t .,8 :3" 3 
FEB .. :1. ~5 ~5 :t ":::; I') (, ..~. " <.~ 
ftl f-1 H. .. ;?~:.:_; o ,.> ··x t;..:.l ~·"'~• u ,.) 3 .. 6 
f.1P H .. :1.!5 "X£ () "') ••v .. ~; '1 u \,J .\~•" \~ 
f"l (.~ y :1. lt " j_ l.-.9 
,JUNE :1. c;; i~) :J. .. <=> I') " -~. " t 
,JULY ll.i ~!.ib .. '7 .... , ,, ~,; .. """'' 
Pd.JG .. :J.B :il "0 2 .. 1 
SEP .. :t6 68 .. f!.. :-.\ •:) \-~· •t '"H 
OCTu :1.() :1.6 .. l 2 .. 0 
NOtJ II l:t ~.~ :1. 1!:' .. ,_, ''i ("• ...:. ,, 't 
<}g.,9 ::) n 2 
f11Et~N :1.6 .. 2 ~!; :1. II ~.::,; 2 .. 6 
vr.,R .. :te .. ~~ 62<? 1l 2 0 .. 3 
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SUM!'1AHY OF YEf.iH 1 C)'"'J(;) . , I / I 
t10NTH t~IET DAYB Af"IOUNT WINDSPEED 
<MM> ( f'•1/S) 
,Jt,N .. :1.7 ~x,::· e::· ••. ),,1., ,., 2 ... ';'! • 
FEB .. :1.2 4:3 il t; '1 0 
.. ,;.. u '·"' 
fl\f.',R .. 20 ~~l .. ~:i ·4 .. :1 
APH .. :1.9 :710" 7 ;;),.() 
f"l f.l y :1.9 .. .,,::· .. ') ":) "'I I .J" I Au it .t 
JUNE l ~:=.; l·4H ,, ·~t 2 .. :3 
JULY :t. .tl 3:l "4 :2 tt ~~:; 
f:tUG .. l ;-,:; ~~4 .. ?.~ I') ':f .~~. fl •u1 
BEP .. g :1.7 he. ~~ ·~ :.:.~ 
OCT .. () \,I :·36 .. 6 :;~" 4 
NOV .. :f.9 ~59 .. 9 ::5" 0 
'') <:~ L, 
" 
·:> 
TOT .. :1. '1> () 76(),,() 
1'1Er.,N l!::;" g 6:3u ;3 :;~ ti 9 
Vf.1H .. 2~3 .. '~ :t 29/' .. ~5 ()114 
SU1'11'1AH Y OF YEf.iH 1.9go 
f·iONTH WET D~1YB r:':,f·IOUNT la.l I NDBP F:FD 
( f1f\1) U1/!:n 
J(~N" 1.6 4t~ "9 "i tj ll.._l n •.~,.,, 
FEB .. l :?. H !:5 2 .. 9 
Mt~H. .. :1 ~:j ~:.i4 .. r; :·~ .. 4 
APH .. :1.:3 .ttO .. 6 3 .. 0 
~1f~l y 6 9 ,, :~~ :·~ .. () 
.JUNE ::.~ :1 . I ( I') C)t> .. .-· .. 2 .. 7 
-.JULY t ~!.. :1 .1,,1:;• ''') • • '~J" I '') () ./!,_ M \,} 
AUG .. 17 ·46 .. 4 1'\ ./ .. ~· ... (;} 
SEP .. :t 'i ~.~ '7" ,, ~~ tt ~'~ 
OCT .. '')'1 ~'\~. ;\~ .. b'l ... (t ~5 .. :L 
NOV .. :1.9 ~;:;~ .. b ~5 .. 6 
DEC .. ~;~() !~ji.J "2 ~;e .(. \ut n \.) 
MEr,N :J..f.>,,:J. :5!~; H () ~3" 0 
VARI, 20 .. 1 :1. 0'? :1. u 1 () "~~ 
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BUMf·1r.~HY OF YEAH :t9,~~1 
f1DNTH lsJET Df.:lYS f.:·,f\iOUNT lJjiNDSPE.ED 
( 1'1M) < f1/B) 
~JAN., l ti f!·2 ., it ~L.O 
FEB .• t3 4? u :3 I') () ._,':, ~· t:...• 
f"'IA!:.~ .. 2·4 :1. II iy 3" ,, 
f~PH r1 9 t .{;" ~) :~~ n :::; 
f1AY r.~ .(~ >I it 2 II 1. 
,JUNE :1.8 64 .. ·(t :~~ u ~~ 
~JULY :1.4 itt!,, it 'J ':) .,;;,. u ,;., 
AUG .. B t9 .. 9 :1. u ~7j 
f:>EP .. 1.4 s::'"'l n -..'I n l 1 .. 9 
OCT .. 26 :1.:3'/' .. 2 3 .. () 
t···!OV .. 24 '70 .. '? ~5 u ~·5 
TOT" 20(;:. '79f!.."9 
fifE AN :1.7 .. 2 /.;(~) .. b '') •::· ~, .... u ,J 
VAH .. :16" ::~ :t :590 .. t\ 0 .. 4 
8UMMf.1HY DF YE~tH :1.9t~2 
MONTH l1JET DAYB AMOUNT ~JINDBPEED 
( Mf1) ( i1/S) 
.JAN .. :t ~' ~::! lt " :1. ? () .... " \,1 FEB., (t 1.6 "~::; ') .... .• -.."I 
MAR .. j ":.' '. l '"} ,, () I i u t. •• 1 3 .. 2 
APH .. l4 1~.~ .. 2 ;;) "0 
~1t~Y :t ~; .. 9 2 .. 6 
,JUNE l9 6 :t .. :;) 2 .. 6 
JULY :1.:1. :I.e)" 7 :? u ~~ 
(:'iUG .. lH uO 2.,6 
SEP .. :t:t ~31. "6 ~.~ u ~~ 
OCT .. :f.H .. 0 ") ,(, .. ~. " (,) 
NOV .. ..e. 3" t~ 
OEC .. tg ~5'1" ~3 ~3" '7 
~-- ~------·~-
--
r'IE{~,N :1. ~::; II ;;s 2 .. 9 
V~tH .. :1. ~~" :t 1::· .. xn tl ,J-J '1 " I 0 .. 2 
SUi·1i·1AH Y OF YEAR 
MONTH I,JET Df.,YS 
,JAN .. ~') ") .:..;: .. 
FEB .. :J.2 
~1AR .. 19 
~~PR .. 20 
ftlf.:,y 2~7i 
,.JUNE :t ~:.) 
,JULY I:" .. ) 
AUG •• :1.0 
BEP .. :~.g 
DCT .. t7 
NDV .. 1. 2 
VAH .. 
GUf1f·1r~H Y OF YEr=~H 
friONTH ~.JET Df.7',YB 
JAN .. 27 
FEB .. l:l. 
Mf.'IR .. :t~' 
f.1P FL. t3 
MAY l ~.). 
,JUNE :1.2 
JULY 'i' 
AUG .. l:f. 
BEP .. ::~4 
ncr .. t r; 
NOt.) .. l6 
DEC .. :~,g 
~--------
---
MEr!-,N :1. ~~" CJ 





e. :1. "7 
.. 7 
66 .. 9 
g() .. 4 
1. .. :t 
~)2" .(t 
:1. :1. "'7 
... i* 
.. / 
9:1. .. 4 
......... , 
,;~,)" ' 





60 ,, (:, 
"~.~ 
:J.lt,.<? 
'78 .. 9 
1:::·~::• '7. d •• lto ,,; 
:?i7 h 2 
:t:l. ,,7 
1. ~:.i s> .. ·4 
lt9 .. ·4 
I') 
n i-: .. 
:3t .. 9 
1.) ~~~ .. 7 
:1. {~~~?,()" 9 
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vJINDBPEED 




~? .. g 
~~~ .. 6 
:1. .. 8 
() .. f!, 
l<.JINDSPEED 
0'1/ED 




;~! .. :3 
2 .. 6 
~~ u *7 
'') r.:· 
.: .. "'" 
:L,9 
(') ' 
.: .. "(:• 
~3 tt .t 
•. , r.:· 
,; u ,) 
2 .. 9 
::.~" 9 
0 .. 6 
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APPENDIX C 
RPPENDIX C; SUMMRRIES OF THE SIMULRTION PRINTOUTS 
CDRILY VJ:JLUES f:IND THE MONTHLY SUMMRRIES) 
SIMULRTED RRINFRLL FOR MONTH 1 
0.0 0.0 30.0 13.2 0.8 3.1 1.2 11 . 1 0.3 0.2 
3.7 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.6 2.0 
0.6 2.5 1. 7 1.0 0.1 0.5 5.4 1.0 0.0 2.3 
7.6 
SIMULRTED RRINFRLL FOR MONTH 2 
0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 2.8 
3.7 0.0 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.£3 1.3 1.2 
0.0 0.0 0.2 2.5 18.4 0.8 3.4 3.2 
SIMULRTED RRINFRLL FOR MONTH 3 
3.4 2.3 2.2 4.5 8.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.7 7.8 2.4 0.5 1. 4 
4.3 2.4 4.2 5.9 4.7 8.5 ~3. g 0.0 0.0 1.5 
0.7 
-L- -
SIMLJLQIED RAINFALL FOR MONTH 4 
4.1 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 9.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.4 0.0 3.7 0.9 0.0 2.4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.3 0.2 
SIMULRTED RRINFRLL FOR MONTH 5 
1.1 0.1 8.1 0.0 0.0 1.6 4.2 0.0 3.1 3.7 
12.1 0.4 2.0 5.4 1.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.3 0.0 
2.2 3.9 0.8 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 
0~5 
SIMULRTED RRINFRLL FOR MONTH 6 
0.3 0.0 16.1 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 
2.9 2.6 11.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 14.5 
0.0 4.9 0.0 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.1 0.0 
SIMULRTED RRINFRLL FOR MONTH 7 
0.0 3.8 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 .1 
4.2 1.8 3.2 0.0 8.3 2.8 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.4 0.0 3.2 0.6 0.0 18.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 
8.8 
SIMULRTED RRINFRLJ_ FOR MONTH 8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 3.6 0.0 0.0 1.5 2.0 
0.0 0.0 0.4 3.4 1 .1 0.0 0.0 3.2 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.2 0.0 5.9 0.8 1.0 1.0 13.1 0.5 0.6 
0.0 
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SIMUL~TED R~INF~LL FOR MONTH 8 
0.0 3.2 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.2 4.8 0.4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 3.3 0.0 5.1 0.7 0.2 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 5.4 0.0 0.0 10.0 5.1 0.0 0.0 7.8 
SIMUL~TED R~INF~LL FOR MONTH 10 
12.5 5.8 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 4.4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 3.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 27.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 
4.2 0.2 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.0 2.7 2.2 
3.7 
SIMUL~TED R~INFRLL FOR MONTH 11 
1.2 1.8 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.8 1.8 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 1. 8 
1.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 1.4 13.0 4.1 4.1 0.0 0.0 
SIMUL~TED R~INFRLL FOR MONTH 12 
5.4 5.1 0.2 0.3 8.3 0.0 0.0 1. 3 4.2 15.8 
0.0 7.2 1.7 1.8 1 .1 1.5 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.0 
0.0 0.3 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.3 0.0 
0.0 
SUMM~RY OF THE MONTHLY R~INF~LLCMM> INFORM~TION 
MONTH RRIND~YS--~MOUNT R~INDRYS--RMOUNT 
CSIMUL~TED) (OBSERVED) 
JRN: 24 86.3 20 68.1 
FEB. 15 41.4 11 43.5 
MRR. 20 75.7 18 68.3 
RPR. 12 30.7 15 36.8 
M~Y 20 58.5 16 55.8 
JUNE 13 61.3 15 68.5 
JULY 18 80.0 12 53.8 
RUG. 18 38.5 14 48.7 
SEP. 14 53.3 14 57.5 
OCT. 17 77.1 16 58.3 
NOV. 15 51.5 18 70.0 
DEC. 18 65.0 18 58.7 
TOTRL 201 708.3 187 688.8 
------ --~ -~---- --- ------ ---~~--~~ 
GENER~TED WIND SPEED FOR MONTH 
4.2 1.6 6.8 3.7 
4.0 6.1 2.3 3.1 
5.7 3.6 3.0 1.8 
3.7 
GENER~TED WIND SPEED FOR MONTH 
3.5 4.2 2.1 5.4 
5.4 1.6 2.0 2.0 
4.3 5.3 4.0 3.6 
GENER~TED WIND SPEED FOR MONTH 
5.2 1.6 2.8 3.2 
2.3 4.7 3.8 3.2 
4.1 3.3 4.2 3.2 
2.1 
GENER~TED WIND SPEED FOR MONTH 
3.4 1.7 5.7 5.1 
2.7 2.6 3.7 2.2 
3.2 7.5 8.6 2.2 
GENER~TED WIND SPEED FOR MONTH 
3.1 3.8 2.0 1.9 
3.6 1.5 4.7 2.8 
3.2 2.2 2.0 5.6 
3.5 
GENER~TED WIND SPEED FOR MONTH 
2.4 2.1 3.7 3.7 
1.8 1.5 2.1 3:3 
2.3 2.8 3.4 2.5 








































































































































































GENER~TED WIND SPEED FOR MONTH 8 
2.6 3.2 1.6 0.8 2.6 
3.8 3.7 2.4 3.6 2.1 
3.5 3.1 4.0 2.2 3.3 
GENER~TED WIND SPEED FOR MONTH 10 
3.6 4.3 4.8 1.8 1.5 
3.7 1.7 4.3 1.9 2.5 
2.5 2.5 2.8 3.1 5.0 
3.1 
GENER~TED WIND SPEED FOR MONTH 11 
1.4 2.6 2.8 2.1 5.1 
2.6 3.4 1.0 4.6 6.3 
2.8 3.2 2.9 3.3 2.5 
GENER~TED WIND SPEED FOR MONTH 12 
5.3 3.5 2.0 4.3 3.8 
3.1 3.0 1.6 2.6 5.3 
5.0 4.7 3.5 5.1 1.7 
4.7 
~VER~GE MONTHLY WIND SPEEDCM/SEC) 
MONTH SIMUL~TED OBSERVED 
JRN. 3.8 3.6 
FEB. 3.7 2.9 
MRR. 3.7 3.3 
RPR. 3.2 2.8 
MRY 2.8 2.6 
JUNE 2.8 2.4 
JULY 2.6 2.3 
~UG. 2.4 2.1 
SEP. 2.6 2.4 
OCT. 2.8 2.6 
NOV. 3.3 3.2 
DEC. 3.3 3.2 
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